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language governing
permissions and #

limitations under the
License. """Variational
Autoencoder Model."""
from __future__ import
absolute_import from

__future__ import division
from __future__ import

print_function #
Dependency imports import
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numpy as np import
tensorflow.compat.v2 as tf

from modeling import
architecture from modeling

import data_generators from
modeling import models

from modeling import utils
_default_dtype = tf.float32

class VariationalAutoencode
r(models.Base):

"""Variational Autoencoder
Model.""" def __init__(self,

image_size, output_size,
encoder_type='unit',

encoder_units=8,
encoder_kernel_size=4,
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system in various Danish
populations. The PARIS-

A/B scoring system
(pediatric acute respiratory
infection score) has proven

its usefulness in clinical
practice, but its applicability

varies among different
races. To evaluate the

PARIS-A/B scoring system
in normal infants and

children in Denmark and to
determine the estimated

frequency of unnecessary
antibiotic treatment

according to the score.
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PARIS-A/B scoring was
performed on 537

consecutive patients who
presented at Aarhus

University Hospital and
their 13 surrounding out-

patient clinics from
November 2002 to October
2003. Further, 213 healthy

children from four different
Danish populations
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